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The complete year-round guide to BBQ and smoking! The BBQing and smoking industry is heating up! No longer
reserved for warm weather occasions or backyard gatherings, firing up the grill or smoker is becoming ever-more popular
in everyday American cooking. Written by America’s Pit Master and award-winning restaurant owner Carey Bringle of
Peg Leg Porker, one of the most famous BBQ spots in Nashville, this book features more than 50 recipes and provides
tried-and-true advice on BBQing and smoking all types of meat, seafood, chicken, pork, and veggies. Choose the right
wood and get the best smoker or grill Get recipes for marinades, rubs, injections, and sauces Cook up hog, ribs, brisket,
and chicken, and more Work with certain cuts of meat If you’re looking for a new guide to classic barbeque and more,
look no further.
"The Meat Lover's Slow cooker Cookbook is all you need for hearty slow cooker recipes that deliver the quality and
quantity that your family craves."-No kitchen dramas or barbecue fails ever again. Just perfectly cooked meat. OFM award-winner Neil Rankin knows how
to cook meat. In this book he explains how he does it, using the foolproof methods he has honed to perfection and relies
on in the kitchens of Temper in London. "If you have ever cooked a steak medium-well instead of medium-rare, a chicken
that ends up dry, a stew that's tough or stringy or a rack of ribs that fall too much off the bone then this book will make
your life that little bit better." Neil Rankin 'You've cost me a bloody fortune. Steak on four nights...Perfect every time. My
boys - steak mad - are so happy.' Diana Henry 'Simply put: Rankin's book will make you 100% more brilliant behind the
stove.' Grace Dent 'The first time I ate Neil's food, I was blown away' Tom Kerridge 'Fire-cooking is unavoidably tactile
'real' cooking and Neil is one of the heroes leading the charge. He eschews sterility and embraces flame.' Adam Perry
Lang 'Meat hates to be overcooked, says Neil, so low and slow is the way to go which obviates brining, resting, letting
joints come to room temperature and other shibboleths learned at our mothers' knee. There is a great deal useful and
inspiring to be absorbed here from a battle-scarred Scotsman in a trucker's cap... and tongs as an extension of his
fingers.' Fay Maschler 'Without any doubts the best meat/bbq book I've read! Everything about it is just spot on.'
@artisanbaker 'The book is fantastic. Managed not to overcook a beef joint for the first time ever!' @KungFuBBQ
Discover how to make authentic, competition-quality BBQ with your offset smoker Serving up flavor-packed recipes and
step-by-step techniques, this handy how-to guide and cookbook will have you smoking like a true pitmaster in no time. It
features everything from pro tips on flavoring with smoke to little-known tricks for maintaining perfect temperature control.
The easy-to-follow recipes and helpful color photos guarantee you’ll be making the best barbecue of your life, including
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mouth-watering meals such as: Green Chile Crusted Flank Steak Tacos Beef Chorizo Stuffed Peppers Pineapple
Habanero Baby Back Ribs Your offset smoker is the best appliance for taking your barbecue to the next level. So open
this book, fire up your smoker and start impressing family, friends and neighbors with your delicious barbecue.
Step away from the propane tank. Surrender all of your notions about barbecue. Forget everything you've ever learned
about cooking with charcoal and fire. It is all wrong. Get it right with the "Five Easy Lessons" program, which includes
over 130 recipes and step-by-step instructions for setting up and cooking low and slow on a Weber Smokey Mountain, an
offset smoker, or a kettle grill. This program is guided by a singular philosophy: Keep It Simple, Stupid. Do exactly as
Gary says, don't even think about opening the lid before it's time, and you will learn: What gear you do and, more
importantly, don't need Exactly how to start and maintain a proper fire (without lighter fluid) All about marinades, brines,
and rubs To use your senses and trust your instincts (instead of thermometers) How to make delicious, delicious
barbecue The perfect how-to guide for beginner and expert alike, Low & Slow will take your barbecue skills to the next
level.
If youÆve ever ventured seventy miles south of Nashville to the quaint farming town of Lynchburg, you already know that
it is justifiably famous for two things: Jack DanielÆs Old No. 7 and the legendary spread of Southern cooking at Miss
Mary BoboÆs Boarding House. The recipes in this collection combine two of TennesseeÆs most celebrated cultural
treasures into a guide for home cooks eager to capture the spirit of Lynchburg in their own kitchens. Written by Miss Mary
BoboÆs own Lynne Tolley and food writer Mindy Merrell, this cookbook distills the essence of Lynchburg life into
something tangible you can experience whenever you need it. Join Lynne, Jack DanielÆs own great-grandniece, as she
shares family secrets, legacies, and heirloom recipes. Get a taste of life in the old Bobo Hotel, and discover how you can
treat your own guests with the same trademark hospitality Miss Mary extended at her boarding house. YouÆll get a
crash course in Southern cooking along the way, with a primer on the ingredients and techniques found in any good olÆ
Lynchburg kitchen. From grits and ham hocks, to iron skillet seasoning and self-rising cornmeal, all the pillars of a
country kitchen are covered. So push up your sleeves, pour yourself a tall glass of Lynchburg Lemonade, and get ready
to whip up some Moore County favorites.
Low and SlowHow to Cook MeatRandom House
Bourbon, Ribs, Rubs will take your next backyard barbeque from so-so to stupendous. Experience the best of Southern cooking with
complete menus to make summer entertaining a snap. With recipes for the grill or the stove, mouthwatering sides, and delicious drinks to top
it all off, your guests will be sure to give their compliments to the chef. Unique recipe profiles explore the full range of flavors that can be
found on a grill, and with plenty of vegetarian and vegan options to choose from, there’s sure to be a recipe for everyone. This is the perfect
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gift book for barbecue beginners and grilling masters alike. Get your summer off to a great start with Bourbon, Ribs, Rubs.
Ingenious Parenting Shortcuts Every Mom and Dad Should Know Parenting can be hard work, and our lives continue to get busier and
busier. Is it possible to lighten the load but still raise great kids? From his experiences as a dad as well as interacting with countless other
parents, Jay Payleitner has gathered scores of secrets worth passing along--simple things veteran moms and dads have learned over the
years. Things as simple as passing along truths during TV commercials. Or connecting with your children as you tuck them in at night. Or
learning how to laugh over spilt milk. Some of the ideas are old-school secrets that were passed from one generation to the next; others deal
with issues that would have never crossed Grandma and Grandpa's minds. All of them are easy to implement. This book is designed for a
quick, breezy reading experience, letting parents pick and choose those ideas that will make their lives easier, their kids happier, and their
futures even brighter.
This book systematically introduces readers to the simulation theory and techniques of multiple media for unconventional tight reservoirs. It
summarizes the macro/microscopic heterogeneities; the features of multiscale multiple media; the characteristics of complex fluid properties;
the occurrence state of continental tight oil and gas reservoirs in China; and the complex flow characteristics and coupled production
mechanism under unconventional development patterns. It also discusses the simulation theory of multiple media for unconventional tight oil
and gas reservoirs; mathematic model of flow through discontinuous multiple media; geological modeling of discrete multiscale multiple
media; and the simulation of multiscale, multiphase flow regimes and multiple media. In addition to the practical application of simulation and
software for unconventional tight oil and gas, it also explores the development trends and prospects of simulation technology. The book is of
interest to scientific researchers and technicians engaged in the development of oil and gas reservoirs, and serves as a reference resource
for advanced graduate students in fields related to petroleum.
Smoking techniques, tips, and recipes from a barbecue master! Tangy North Carolina–style pulled pork Meaty, Smoky Brisket Sweet and
Savory Baby Back Ribs If you've always wanted to try smoking these and other foods at home, barbecue pro Larry Gaian will show you how!
In this guide to authentic smoked food and barbecue, you'll find everything you need to master the art of smoking--choosing the right wood
and charcoal; starting and maintaining your fire; selecting and preparing meats; and infusing everything from meat and fish to vegetables,
fruits, and cheeses with the wonderful flavor of smoke. Whether you're a novice smoker or an expert looking for interesting recipe ideas, this
guide has something for everyone, including information about: Basic smoking techniques Equipment safety Regional barbecue styles Indoor
and cold smoking Creating smoke without a smoker And, with 150 recipes for everything from brines and rubs to pork, poultry, sides, and
desserts, you'll always have the perfect dish on hand. Learn how to add the flavors, culture, and spirit of barbecue to your meals, and make
your next get-together a true comfort-food feast.
The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Vegan Slow Cooking provides more than 200 slow-cook vegan, plant-based recipes for every meal of the
day, and includes not only soups and stews, but sandwiches, sides, snacks, appetizers, sauces, and even breads. Although most recipes are
prepared with a slow cooker, some are simply prepared by slow cooking. The opening chapters introduce the reader to the world of slow
cooking with the hows and whys of slow cooking, as well as intructions for adapting favorite recipes to one's slow cooker.
Intense, unpredictable, and instantly engaging, A Million Little Pieces is a story of drug and alcohol abuse and rehabilitation as it has never
been told before. Recounted in visceral, kinetic prose, and crafted with a forthrightness that rejects piety, cynicism, and self-pity, it brings us
face-to-face with a provocative new understanding of the nature of addiction and the meaning of recovery. By the time he entered a drug and
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alcohol treatment facility, James Frey had taken his addictions to near-deadly extremes. He had so thoroughly ravaged his body that the
facilityís doctors were shocked he was still alive. The ensuing torments of detoxification and withdrawal, and the never-ending urge to use
chemicals, are captured with a vitality and directness that recalls the seminal eye-opening power of William Burroughsís Junky. But A Million
Little Pieces refuses to fit any mold of drug literature. Inside the clinic, James is surrounded by patients as troubled as he is -- including a
judge, a mobster, a one-time world-champion boxer, and a fragile former prostitute to whom he is not allowed to speak ó but their friendship
and advice strikes James as stronger and truer than the clinicís droning dogma of How to Recover. James refuses to consider himself a
victim of anything but his own bad decisions, and insists on accepting sole accountability for the person he has been and the person he may
become--which runs directly counter to his counselors' recipes for recovery. James has to fight to find his own way to confront the
consequences of the life he has lived so far, and to determine what future, if any, he holds. It is this fight, told with the charismatic energy and
power of One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest, that is at the heart of A Million Little Pieces: the fight between one young manís will and the evertempting chemical trip to oblivion, the fight to survive on his own terms, for reasons close to his own heart. A Million Little Pieces is an
uncommonly genuine account of a life destroyed and a life reconstructed. It is also the introduction of a bold and talented literary voice.
The Absolute Best Way to Do Almost Anything in the Kitchen The first book on technique from America's Test Kitchen showcases 100
groundbreaking techniques that will transform your cooking life, paired with more than 200 creative, modern recipes that put the techniques
into real-world, home-kitchen practice. From making the most tender burger patties to grill-roasting a leg of lamb, from making pan sauces for
cutlets to simmering homemade duck confit, from griddling the fluffiest pancakes to tempering chocolate, making caramel, and baking French
pastry, the test cooks of ATK shine their spotlight on simpler, smarter, foolproof strategies. The first section, Essentials Every Home Cook
Should Know, covers core techniques. Learn why it's crucial to season with salt properly before and during cooking for the best Roasted
Bone-In Chicken Breasts and Crispy Salt and Pepper Shrimp. Cook any piece of salmon to silky perfection through our high-low roasting
technique. The middle section, Techniques You Didn't Know You Couldn't Live Without, includes techniques we developed from an
unexpected angle of discovery. Bake crusty, golden, bubbly-topped pizza by using a skillet. Fry easy, restaurant-quality homemade French
fries by starting the potatoes in room-temperature oil. The final section, The Bucket List, gives you the know-how to make dreamed-about
projects come true. Barbecue true Texas beef ribs in a standard kettle grill. Cure your own bacon or gravlax in your refrigerator. Bake,
assemble, and decorate a show-stopping layer cake for any special occasion.

A mind-body approach to taking control of your physical and emotional health. Biofeedback is the process of training your body to
control its involuntary actions, such as breathing and heart rate. Minor changes to these actions can significantly improve physical
and emotional well- being. In Biofeedback and Mindfulness in Everyday Life, Harvard Medical School faculty member Inna Khazan
pairs biofeedback techniques with mindfulness practice to address some of life’s most common ailments— from anxiety and fear to
stress and insomnia. She begins with a description of basic physiological information, explaining concepts such as breathing and
overbreathing. In Part Two she dives into the practice of mindfulness. And in Part Three she zeroes in on applying this mind-body
approach to an array of common problems. Khazan’s approach outlines simple solutions for readers who want to improve the way
they respond to challenges. She guides them through increasing their resilience and emotional flexibility while empowering them to
take back control of their overall health.
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Presents hundreds of easy-to-prepare slow cooker recipes for dishes ranging from soups and roasts to cobblers and puddings.
Randy Shore's father and grandfather grew up on farms, yet he didn't even know how to grow a radish. Author of "The Green
Man" column in the Vancouver Sun, he spent five years teaching himself how to grow food for his family and then how to use the
resulting bounty to create imaginative and nourishing meals the year round. In Grow What You Eat, Eat What You Grow, Randy
reveals the secrets to creating and maintaining a fully functioning vegetable garden, from how to make your own fertilizer to
precise instructions on how best to grow specific produce; he also offers advice for those with balcony or container gardens and
others who live in small urban spaces. He then shows how to showcase your bounty with delicious, nutrient-packed recipes (both
vegetarian and not), including instructions on canning, pickling, and curing, proving how easy and fulfilling it is to be a self-reliant
expert in your garden and your kitchen. Grow What You Eat is equal parts a cookbook, gardening book, personal journal, and
passionate treatise on the art of eating and living sustainably. In his quest for self-sufficiency, improved health, and a better
environment, Randy Shore resurrects an old-school way of cooking that is natural, nutritious, and delicious. Randy Shore is a food
and sustainability writer for the Vancouver Sun; he is also a former restaurant cook and an avid gardener.
This informed and accessible book captures the art, energy, passion, and pageantry of over 60 years of lowrider culture—an
absolutely iconic Chicano and American phenomenon. • A chapter on the origins of lowriding documents the evolution of the
culture • Illustrative photographs depict lowrider mural art, pachucas/os and cholas/os, hopping and dancing contests, and "Zoot
Suiters" • A glossary of lowrider lingo defines unique terminology
From Maui to Manhattan's Central Park, Tina Vindum has revolutionized the way people around the world are getting in shape.
The Big Green Egg Cookbook is the first cookbook specifically celebrating this versatile ceramic cooker. Available in five sizes, Big
Green Egg ceramic cookers can sear, grill, smoke, roast, and bake. Here is the birthday gift EGGheads have been waiting for,
offering a variety of cooking and baking recipes encompassing the cooker's capabilities as a grill, a smoker, and an oven. The
book's introduction explains the ancient history of ceramic cookers and the loyal devotion of self-proclaimed EGGheads to these
dynamic, original American-designed cookers. Complete with more than 160 recipes, 100 color photographs, and as many clever
cooking tips, the Big Green Egg Cookbook is a must for the more than 1 million EGG owners in the United States and a great
introduction for anyone wanting to crack the shell of EGGhead culture.
Grab this awesome Cookbook to master your BBQ Skills and write down your very special secret Barbecue Recipes.
Here is the most comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of one of the hottest areas of chemical research. The treatment of
fundamental kinetics and photochemistry will be highly useful to chemistry students and their instructors at the graduate level, as
well as postdoctoral fellows entering this new, exciting, and well-funded field with a Ph.D. in a related discipline (e.g., analytical,
organic, or physical chemistry, chemical physics, etc.). Chemistry of the Upper and Lower Atmosphere provides postgraduate
researchers and teachers with a uniquely detailed, comprehensive, and authoritative resource. The text bridges the "gap" between
the fundamental chemistry of the earth's atmosphere and "real world" examples of its application to the development of sound
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scientific risk assessments and associated risk management control strategies for both tropospheric and stratospheric pollutants.
Serves as a graduate textbook and "must have" reference for all atmospheric scientists Provides more than 5000 references to the
literature through the end of 1998 Presents tables of new actinic flux data for the troposphere and stratospher (0-40km)
Summarizes kinetic and photochemical date for the troposphere and stratosphere Features problems at the end of most chapters
to enhance the book's use in teaching Includes applications of the OZIPR box model with comprehensive chemistry for student
use
The crystal ball of the next technological era. Leading scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs provide vivid accounts of the latest
inventions, revealing how the new international balance of power really lies in information technology.
Increase your meat counter confidence with this must-have companion for cooking beef, pork, lamb, and veal with more than 300
kitchen-tested recipes. Part cookbook, part handbook organized by animal and its primal cuts, Meat Illustrated is the go-to source
on meat, providing essential information and techniques to empower you to explore options at the supermarket or butcher shop
(affordable cuts like beef shanks instead of short ribs, lesser-known cuts like country-style ribs, leg of lamb instead of beef
tenderloin for your holiday centerpiece), and recipes that make those cuts (72 in total) shine. Meat is a treat; we teach you the best
methods for center-of-the-plate meats like satisfying Butter-Basted Rib Steaks (spooning on hot butter cooks the steaks from both
sides so they come to temperature as they acquire a deep crust), meltingly tender Chinese Barbecued Roast Pork Shoulder (cook
for 6 hours so the collagen melts to lubricate the meat), and the quintessential Crumb-Crusted Rack of Lamb. Also bring meat
beyond centerpiece status with complete meals: Shake up surf and turf with Fried Brown Rice with Pork and Shrimp. Braise lamb
shoulder chops in a Libyan-style chickpea and orzo soup called Sharba. Illustrated primal cut info at the start of each section
covers shopping, storage, and prep pointers and techniques with clearly written essays, step-by-step photos, break-out tutorials,
and hundreds of hand-drawn illustrations that take the mystery out of meat prep (tie roasts without wilderness training; sharply cut
crosshatches in the fat), so you'll execute dishes as reliably as the steakhouse. Learn tricks like soaking ground meat in baking
soda before cooking to tenderize, or pre-roasting rather than searing fatty cuts before braising to avoid stovetop splatters. Even
have fun with DIY curing projects.
Welcome Back to Barbecue Boot Camp Get barbecue right all over again with Low & Slow 2! Complete with 100 new recipes, stepby-step instructions, tips, and illustrations for cooking low and slow on four of the most popular charcoal cookers out there -- the
Weber Smoky Mountain, the Big Green Egg, an offset smoker, and a kettle-style grill -- learn how to make mouthwatering
barbecue and smoke-roasted meats without fail. With pitmaster Gary Wiviott's don't over-think it philosophy, flaunt your charcoal
mastery, hone your barbeque skills, and try Texas-style Brisket, Standing Rib Roast, Smoked Corned Beef, Goose Breast
Pastrami, Smoked Whole Fish, Neopolitan-style Pizza, and more!
Vegetation that is low-growing and either low in volume, slow bwning, or both, is needed for reduction of fire hazard on fuelbreaks
and other brush-cleared areas in California. Of over 50 shrub species and many grass species that were test planted, about 20
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shrubs and an equal number of grasses were chosen for plot and field trials. Creeping sage, a few saltbushes. and a few grassesmostly perennials-are adapted within the wide range of chaparral site conditions, and were successfully established by direct
seedings as well as by other cultural methods on these sites. Shrub test results are tabulated and characteristics of each of the
more promising species are described. With attention to usefulness for planting; techniques for collecting or treating seed to
improve gennination and for propagating plants; and methods for establishing these plants on wildland sites.
A pioneering music educator reveals how music can supercharge early childhood development—and how parents and educators
can harness its power. Since opening her famed Parisian conservatory over three decades ago, Joan Koenig has led a global
movement to improve children’s lives and minds with the transformative power of music. With a curriculum and philosophy drawn
from cutting-edge science, L’Ecole Koenig has educated and empowered even its youngest students, from baby Max, whose
coordination and communication grow as he wiggles and coos along to targeted songs and dance, to five-year-old Constance,
who nourishes her empathy, creativity, and memory while practicing music from other cultures. In The Musical Child, Koenig
shares stories from her classrooms, along with tips about how to use the latest research during the critical years when children are
most sensitive to musical exposure—and most receptive to its benefits. A gift for parents, caregivers, musicians, and educators,
The Musical Child reveals the multiple ways music can help children thrive—and how, in the twenty-first century, its practice is more
vital than ever.
With Beautiful No-Mow Yards, you can transform your lawn into a livable garden and bring nature's beauty into your life! What has
your perfect green lawn done for you lately? Is it really worth the time, effort, and resources you lavish on it? Armed with
encouragement, inspiration, and cutting-edge advice from award-winning author Evelyn Hadden, you can liberate yourself at last!
In this ultimate guide to rethinking your yard, Hadden showcases dozens of inspiring, eco-friendly alternatives to that demanding
(and dare we say boring?) green turf. Trade your lawn for a lively prairie or replace it with a runoff-reducing rain garden. Swap it for
an interactive adventure garden or convert it to a low-maintenance living carpet.
A compendium of information covering various aspects of the subtle energies of Man. With illustrations and diagrams, this work
presents an account of how our bodies and our world work and how our etheric, astral and mental bodies channel cosmic and
earth energies through our meridians and chakras.
Based on the popular Soles of the Feet program, this groundbreaking resource for teachers offers a proven-effective, mindfulnessbased intervention to reduce disruptive behavior in the classroom—so everyone can get back to learning. As a teacher, you know
that some kids need extra help staying focused in the classroom. You’ve probably also lost countless hours of precious learning
time in class due to student disruption. Whether kids are suffering from stress, a behavior disorder, or emotional issues—the good
news is that there are real tools you can use to help children manage their feelings, stay on task, and reach their full potential. This
book will show you how. In Mindfulness in the Classroom, two experts in the field of mindfulness research, child psychology, and
school psychology offer a mindfulness-based intervention to help support a healthy learning environment. Based on the authors’
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Soles of the Feet program, this book provides an evidence-based strategy to help you put a stop to disruptive behavior in the
classroom, and help kids be their very best. Without early intervention for disruptive behaviors, many students will maintain these
behaviors as adults. The Soles of the Feet program not only decreases disruptive behavior and increases teaching time, it also
improves the long-term outcome for children experiencing behavior challenges—so they can thrive well into adulthood.
Discover just how luscious and indulgent both steak and cake can be with Elizabeth Karmel, Southern baker extraordinaire and
one of America’s leading pitmasters. Let them eat cake—and steak! This unique cookbook shares more than 100 recipes that beg
to be prepared, paired, and eaten with pure joy. How about a Cowboy Steak with Whiskey Butter followed by a Whiskey Buttermilk
Bundt Cake? Or a Porterhouse for Two with My Mother’s Freshly Grated Coconut Cake? Or mix and match yourself—maybe an
Indoor/Outdoor Tomahawk Steak paired with a Classic Key Lime Cheesecake? Not only will you find some of the best recipes
ever for steak—and steakhouse sides and sauces—and those all-butter-eggs-and-sugar cakes, but you will also pick up tips and
tricks for choosing and cooking steaks and baking cakes. The result is an instant dinner party, the kind of universally loved meal
that makes any and every occasion special.
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have become more destructive, wide-spread and harder to control over time. This
book allows students to understand how these attacks are constructed, the security flaws they leverage, why they are effective,
how they can be detected, and how they can be mitigated. Students use software defined networking (SDN) technology to created
and execute controlled DDoS experiments. They learn how to deploy networks, analyze network performance, and create resilient
systems. This book is used for graduate level computer engineering instruction at Clemson University. It augments the traditional
graduate computing curricula by integrating: Internet deployment, network security, ethics, contemporary social issues, and
engineering principles into a laboratory based course of instruction. Unique features of this book include: A history of DDoS
attacks that includes attacker motivations Discussion of cyber-war, censorship, and Internet black-outs SDN based DDoS
laboratory assignments Up-to-date review of current DDoS attack techniques and tools Review of the current laws that globally
relate to DDoS Abuse of DNS, NTP, BGP and other parts of the global Internet infrastructure to attack networks Mathematics of
Internet traffic measurement Game theory for DDoS resilience Construction of content distribution systems that absorb DDoS
attacks This book assumes familiarity with computing, Internet design, appropriate background in mathematics, and some
programming skills. It provides analysis and reference material for networking engineers and researchers. By increasing student
knowledge in security, and networking; it adds breadth and depth to advanced computing curricula.
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